
The Bariaur
Native to the rolling hills and woods of Ysgard, the centaur-

like bariaur wander the lands in search of evil. When a vile

foe is located, the bariaurs charge into glorious battle. If no

evil is found, they bask in the beauty of the land and search

for sweet and savory berries and fruits. They are difficult to

track down, and that's just the way they like it.

Sexually Dimporphic
Standing roughly half a foot taller than a human, a bariaur

resembles a centaur. The males' lower body is that of a

mountain sheep, with sleek brown or golden fur and cloven

hooves. Its upper body is humanlike, powerfully muscled and

sporting a pair of ramlike horns atop its head. The skin of a

bariaur ranges in color from a pale tan to deep nut-brown.

The males weigh about 30 to 50 pounds heavier than

females.

Standing about as tall as a human, the female bariaur

looks similar to the males, but with a few important

differences. The lower body is still that of a mountan sheep.

The upper body looks humanlike as well, but slimmer, less

muscular, and lacking horns.

Wandering Herdfolk
To those unfamiliar with these strong folk, bariaur seem

carefree and in some cases, irresponsible. This is just a sign

of their inherent wanderlust. They never settle down in one

place for long, preferring a life of travel and freedom to

sedentary life. They travel the world in flocks of about one

hundred bariaur. Bariaur have a cautious attitude towards

strangers, keeping them at arm's length.

Vigilant Watchmen
Bariaur are strictly a good folk, native to the Upper Planes,

and when they see evil rear its ugly head, their carefree

wanderlust vanishes and is replaced with a righteous fury. In

such times, Bariaur are driven by a single-minded pursuit of

anything that would threaten goodly folk in the vicinity.

Baraiur learn the languages of fiendish creatures to better

prepare themselves against such targets.

A few of the strongest of each generation become titans

among bariaur, growing to be two feet taller on average.

These exceptional bariaur are stronger and tougher than the

rest of their folk, and are filled with a crusader's mindset.

They focus solely on hunting evil and protecting good folk.

Though they still wander the lands, they do so without the

attitude typical of their people.

Religion
Bariaur revere Ehlonna, deity of the woodlands, more than

other deities. Some bariaur also give praises to gods of

strength, such as Kord, or Pelor, god of the sun.

Bariaur Names
A bariaur's name is given to him by his parents. It is usually a

simple, one- or two-syllable name that is easy to shout across

the hills and plains. Within their flock, they add "Ram of"

their father's name for males, and "Ewe of" the mother's

name for the females. Outside the flock they use the name of

the flock. Flock names typically describe the types of lands

the flock favors, but can change over time.

Male Names: Bex, Hul, Jek, Roc, Lor, Sen

Female Names: Daeth, Lyd, Saph, Tif, Vash, Ran

Flock Names: Oakrunner, Dalewatcher, Plaingrazer,

Woodstrider



Bariaur Traits
Your bariaur character has a few natural abilities, and one or

two additional abilities based upon their sex. There are no

bariaur subraces. Instead, they are separated by their sex.

Ability Score Increase Your Constitution score increases

by 1.

Age Bariaur mature at about the same rate as half-elves,

but live a bit longer. They reach old age around 180 years old,

and live to be around 250 years old.

Alignment As creatures who value their freedom, most

bariaur are chaotic good in alignment. Some more settled

bariaur tend toward neutrality in their approach to good,

while a few stray from good toward neutrality. Few bariaur

are ever devoted to the forces of law and order, and evil

bariaurs are exceedingly rare. These bariaur are exiled from

the flock, and are never treated well by other bariaur. An evil

bariaur is shunned by all of their kind.

Size Bariaur are a bit taller than humans, ranging from

5'6" to 7' tall. Their weight averages around 270 pounds, with

the largest getting around 360 pounds. Your size is Medium.

Speed Your base walking speed is 35 feet.

Darkvision Like all celestial creatures, you have superior

vision in dark and dim conditions. You can see in dim light

within 60 feet of you as if it were bright light, and in darkness

as if it were dim light. You can't discern color in darkness,

only shades of gray.

Highlands Native You're acclimated to high altitude,

including elevations above 20,000 feet. You're also naturally

adapted to cold climates, as described in chapter 5 of the

Dungeon Master's Guide.

Herd Beasts Bariaur have a few predators and keep a

watchful eye out for them. From the sky come large birds of

prey, and on land they are hunted by giants. All bariaur have

proficiency with the Perception skill.

Natural Cavalier Bariaur are counted as mounted for

equipment and class features that depend on being mounted.

However, armor costs twice as much as normal.

Languages Bariaur do not have a racial language. You can

speak, read and write Common, Celestial, and either Infernal

or Abyssal.

Male Bariaur (Rams)
Male bariaur are tough and strong. Males take pride in their

horns. The larger the horn, the higher their status in their

flock. When competing for dominance in the flock, they butt

their heads together in an attempt to bring the other to their

knees. They are the warriors of their flocks, and males

compete in tests of physical strength as they travel.

Ability Score Increase Your Strength score increases by

2.

Horns You are never unarmed. You are proficient with your

horns, which are a melee weapon that deals 2d4 bludgeoning

damage.

Charging Horns When you move at least 10 feet before

using the Attack action on your turn, you can attempt to

shove the target with your horns as a bonus action. You gain

advantage on this shove attempt.

Female Bariaur (Ewes)
Female bariaur lack the strong frames of their male

counterparts and are generally more docile in mindset.

However, those who mistake this peaceful exterior for a weak

target soon find themselves on the ground in pain. Whereas

the female bariaur does not excel in physical strengths, she

excels in magical strength.

Ability Score Increase Your Wisdom score increases by 2.

Natural Magic You know the Druidcraft cantrip and one

additional cantrip of your choice from the druid spell list.

Wisdom is your spellcasting ability for it.

Adventurers
The bariaur's wanderlust makes them an ideal
adventurer. Though leaving the flock can be a
difficult decition, a young bariaur who seeks to
take the fight to the evil creatures of the multiverse
fits in well with most adventuring groups.

Bariaur are social and outgoing, though not
foolishly trusting. They get along well with elves,
gnomes, and halflings, as well as aasimars who
aren't too strict in their outlook.

Halfbreeds such as half-elves and half-orcs are
objects of curiosity to bariaurs. They are
moderately suspicious of tieflings due to their
fiendish heritage, but they prefer to take a positive
outlook about individuals until proven wrong.

Male bariaur tend to be Fighters, Paladins, or
Rangers, with occasional Barbarians. Bariaur
fighters tend to be either Battlemasters or
Champions. Few become Eldritch Knights. Bariaur
paladins favor oaths that do not restrict their
freedoms or actions, and tend to follow the oaths
of The Ancients or Vengeance. Bariaur rangers tend
to take giants or fiends as their Favored Enemy.

Female bariaur tend to be Clerics, Druids, or
Rangers, though a few are Sorcerers too. As clerics,
female bariaur prefer the Life, Light, and Nature
domains. As druids, they tend towards the Circle of
the Land, and favor lands similar to their flock's
preferred terrain.

Roleplaying A Bauriar
The joy of freedom, the love of laughter, and the exultation of

victory are your meat and drink. These are the things worth

dying for; these concepts supersede all others, coming even

before duty, honor, or gold. This is what bariaur life is about.

While others may claim you and your folk are frivolous at

times, bariaur cannot imagine life without these truest

treasures; the thought of losing them brings chills to your

bones. It's best not to dwell on that. Enjoy life, laughing in the

sun. Though things may turn grim, you know that you'll

always have the strength of your convictions and what they

represent.


